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cyberghost provides three different subscription plans, ranging from 10 days to 365 days for a price from $3.95 to $13.45 per month (uk only). the lowest price plan includes a free lifetime service, whereas the higher priced plans provide no free service, but add features
such as a kill switch, ad blocking, and optional ip addresses. all plans include free trials, but the cheapest plan only includes the free trial of 30 days. to get a year long free trial and all other features, the company charges for the first 30 days of subscription. you can cancel
during the free trial period without any additional fees and get a full refund. the free trial includes a few limitations for the service, for example, the number of simultaneous users is limited to 3 and speed is limited to 256kbps. although the developers of cyberghost have
their own internal servers, cyberghost use some of the 1500 servers owned by the freeipa. this leads to lower ping times as compared to most vpn providers. cyberghost offers a free version that is very limited in its functionality, but it is still a solid service for limited use.
cyberghost has servers in over 25 different countries, including the uk, us, canada, brazil, germany, france, india, and more. the speed of the service is also very good, reaching up to 1024kbps, and this makes cyberghost more than suitable for online streaming and for
browsing the web. customer support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. the cyberghost vpn server is just as good as the service its based on. thats why we were very impressed when we saw the additional features that are available when we connected to the

server. features such as online money changer, media player, online dictionary, and many more are all available to you. theres no limit to the number of devices you can use in your home network.
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cyberghost will offer you a free trial, but its limited in the sense that you can only use the free version for 14 days. theres no free version, only a free trial and a paid version. you can upgrade your free trial to the paid version for $3.95 per month. be careful, if you dont
upgrade, you lose access to your data on the 14 day trial and theres no refund policy. if you decide to try out cyberghost, make sure to look into their refund policy to make sure they will give you a refund if you decide to cancel your subscription. if your more of a risk taker,
or you have a lot of bandwidth you can get cyberghost for $7.95 per month with no credit card needed. it comes with a one-week free trial so you can test the service out. cyberghost is also one of the few vpn services that offers a completely anonymous vpn service. they

dont keep logs of your activity and they say they wont hand your data over to the us government or any other government. theyre based in europe and are not subject to any mandatory data retention laws. they have also recently made a commitment to defend your
privacy and not sell your data. the company is run by a team of highly qualified and experienced professionals. their servers are located in over ten countries and they have unlimited bandwidth. cyberghost has more than 1,000,000 downloads on their website, which is a
good sign. when it comes to servers, cyberghost uses more than 1,100 servers in the us, europe, and asia, including the philippines, germany, canada, and more. the service also has over 170 android and iphone apps that can be used on your mobile devices. so if youre

looking for a vpn service that will provide you with a great security rating, as well as privacy, speed, and unlimited bandwidth, cyberghost is definitely worth looking into. 5ec8ef588b
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